
Machine

Tracedawn

These times made me see that sometimes it's better
to allow yourself to fall and recognize the pain
A fucking PhD in Failing - that's how you
know to not take that route again
When you get up you will have it planned out
Take a step back, kick the door in, then just go
Natural selection as its best - who can take a hit
and then throw a k.o. blow

If I had not been there - I would've never
had the guts to become another man
a machine that never stops

Let go the fears you thought were true -
some you are not meant to treat as rules
Take out the fire that's been
burning those dreams down
If you help me get back on my feet -

I will be your eyes, I will find the course
I will show new world with
all broken ties rebound

Just let me fail for once, and you will never have to
Bleeding and screaming, when will you understand
Refuse to change and you'll miss out a lot -
we'll be here partying in the horizon's end
And guess what? You wouldn't be invited
Because some things are just too miserably clear -
and you know, we don't want it here
So get this, just in case you'll ever be for real

If I had not been there - I would've never
had the guts to become another man

a machine that needs no steer

Let go the fears you thought were true -
some you are not meant to treat as rules
Take out the fire that's been
burning those dreams down
If you help me get back on my feet -
I will be your eyes, I will find the course
I will show new world with
all broken ties rebound

[Speaking]
Let go the fears you thought were true -
some you are not meant to treat as rules
Take out the fire that's been
burning those dreams down
If you help me get back on my feet -
I will be your eyes, I will find the course
I will show new world with
all broken ties rebound
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